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Abstract: Wall shear stress is the most critical factor in determining the viability of cells during the bioprinting process, and
controlling wall shear stress remains a challenge in extrusion bioprinting. We investigated the effect of various bioprinting
parameters using computational simulations on maximum wall shear stress (MWSS) in the nozzle to optimize the bioprinting
process. Steady-state simulations were done for three nozzle geometries (conical, tapered conical, and cylindrical) with
varying nozzle diameters (0.1 mm–0.5 mm) at different inlet pressure (0.025 MPa–0.25 MPa) as inlet conditions. NonNewtonian power law was used to model the bioink rheology and four different bioinks with power-law constants ranging
from 0.0863 to 0.5050 were examined. To capture the dynamic behavior of the bioink and the thread profile of the extruded
bioink, transient simulations were carried out. Our results indicate that although the MWSS is lowest in the cylindrical nozzle,
this stress condition lasts for a longer portion of the nozzle and for the same inlet pressure and nozzle diameter, the mass flow
rate is lower compared to the tapered conical and conical nozzle, contributing to lower cell viability.
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1. Introduction
Bioprinting refers to the biofabrication involving specially
designed three-dimensional (3D) bioprinters that deposit
bioinks in a controlled manner to create tissues and
biocompatible structures. Bioinks are composed of living
cells suspended in a biocompatible polymer (hydrogel)
in the presence of other additives, such as differentiation
and growth factors, or other biomaterials. Bioprinting is
increasingly being considered an ideal tool for biofabricating
rejection-free tissues and organs for transplantation[1].
Bioprinting can be categorized into four main
technologies: Micro-extrusion, inkjet, laser assisted, and
stereolithography. Among these categories, extrusionbased bioprinting is the most used due to its relative
simplicity, affordability, and scalability as high viscous

materials with high cell density can be used. In extrusion
bioprinting, continuous bioink filaments are deposited
layer by layer on a surface mechanically by displacement
of a piston or screw or using pneumatic pressure[2]. In
contrast, inkjet bioprinting is comparable to conventional
two-dimensional (2D) printing and cannot generate a
continuous flow, whereas in laser-assisted bioprinting,
a high-intensity laser is used to deposit the bioink
without applying direct force to the cell and finally,
stereolithography makes use of light-sensitive polymer
material[3]. While the advantage of extrusion-based
bioprinting is that it can create more clinically relevant
printed structures using bioink with higher viscosity,
cell viability in extrusion bioprinting ranges from 40 to
80% which is lower compared to >85% in inkjet-based
bioprinting and >95% in laser-assisted bioprinting[4,5].
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Nozzles are very important in determining the
printability of bioinks and survivability of cells; therefore,
the nozzle design is critical and takes into consideration
various aspects, including viscosity of bioink, shearthinning property, and shear stress induced during the
printing process. Cells are exposed to various mechanical
forces, and among these, shear stress is regarded as
especially significant since it is the main cause of cell
damage and death. These forces are directly proportional
to the inlet pressure of the nozzle and an increased
pressure corresponds to an increased shear stress endured
by the cells. The cells near the wall experience greater
shear stress compared to the cells in the center of the
nozzle, and the cell viability decreases in an exponential
manner as shear stress increases[6]. On the other hand, an
overly low inlet pressure will result in no or little bioink
being deposited, whereas a pressure too high will result in
excess bioink being deposited[7].
The behavior of the bioink flowing inside a nozzle
is an important aspect to determine, but is difficult to
achieve with experimental tests, mainly due to the small
size of the nozzles, which make it harder to directly
probe without interfering with the measurements.
Experimental tests of bioink behavior are usually
focused on bioprinting results, such as printability,
shape fidelity, or cell viability, but studies on influential
bioprinting parameters, such as shear stress, pressure,
and velocity, are not as common experimentally[8];
therefore, computational simulations are increasingly
being used to address this gap.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can provide
key insights into the effect of specific bioprinting
parameters that cannot be measured while running an
experiment. For instance, using CFD, we can calculate
microfluidics inner parameters, such as velocity, pressure,
or shear stress, which are experimentally difficult to
measure[7]. Experimental tests focus on bioprinting
results (printability, shape fidelity, or cell viability) but
require a large number of iterations, thereby increasing
the cost, especially if the bioink is prepared using
expensive materials. CFD can reduce such iterations,
thereby making the process cost and time efficient. As
previously mentioned, doing a measurement itself can
affect the parameters since the measurement devices have
a non-negligible size compared to the conditions of the
experiment[7]. CFD is widely used to obtain flow behavior
in simple or more complicated designs and can pinpoint
the exact spatial coordinates where forces are exerted on
the cells, facilitating bioprinter optimization for complex
geometries.
In recent years, several papers have discussed
optimizing extrusion bioprinting using computational
simulations. Magalhães et al.[2] looked at optimizing
nozzle geometry through CFD simulation using wall
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shear stress as a measure of cell viability and concluded
that convergence angle of the nozzle and exit diameter
had the greatest effect on printability and cell viability.
Emmermacher et al.[9] used computational simulations
and analytical calculations to predict mechanical stress,
pressure gradient, and flow rate for optimizing the
bioprinting process and developing new bioinks. Göhl
et al.[10] simulated the flow of bioink from a nozzle onto a
printing plate using a proprietary CFD simulation tool IPS
IBOFlow to evaluate the effect of bioprinting parameters,
such as printing speed and nozzle height, on the printed
strand resolution. Gómez-Blanco et al.[11] investigated
the effect of inlet velocity, which is proportional to flow
rate and can affect the extent of pressure endured by cells
during the bioprinting process. Reina-Romo et al.[12]
studied the effect of conical and blunted nozzle geometry
on cell viability through computational simulations and
conducted additional comparisons with experimental
results. Most computational studies are limited by the
fact that they are specific to certain bioinks and/or
nozzle geometries and some by the use of proprietary
software that hinders reproducibility. Our study aims to
not only characterize holistically the effect of bioprinting
parameters but also investigate whether the trends in the
results observed for a particular bioink are transferable to
and reproducible in other bioinks.
In this paper, we will use CFD to provide an
overview of the effects of dispensing pressure, nozzle
diameter, and nozzle geometry, which are bioprinting
parameters known to greatly affect the shear stress
experienced by cells in bioink[6]. Using the wall shear
stress as a measure of cell viability, we will analyze the
effect of these parameters taking into consideration the
rheological properties of the bioinks. We also investigate
the impact of printing speed and dynamic behavior of the
extruded bioink through transient simulations.

2. Materials and methodology
2.1. Modeling
We adapted the procedure outlined by Magalhães et al.[2]
using three distinct nozzle geometries, namely, tapered
conical, conical, and cylindrical, as shown in Figure 1.
Three-dimensional models were created for each of
the nozzle designs using 3D Computer-Aided Design
software, Solidworks. The inlet diameter (Din) was kept
constant at 10.0 mm across all three nozzle geometries,
whereas the outlet diameter (Dout) was varied as 0.1 mm,
0.3 mm, and 0.5 mm, which correspond to the nominal
inner diameter of 32G, 24G, and 21G commercial nozzles
commonly used in bioprinting, respectively. The angle of
convergence was noted as a driven variable. The complete
specification of the nozzles is provided in Table 1. The
3D models were imported into Ansys Fluent® 2021 R1
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Academic License for the CFD simulations. Meshes were
generated in Fluent for each nozzle using a hex dominant
method with default element size (1.4 mm). In hindsight,
sweep mesh method could have been used. All meshes
had average element quality >0.50 and orthogonal quality
>0.60. For the transient simulation, adaptive mesh sizing
with a resolution of 6 was used for the nozzle, and sizing
of 0.1 mm was used for the bottom environment half of
the mesh.

2.2. Bioinks
Four different bioinks whose viscous behavior was
described by the power-law viscosity model for nonNewtonian fluids (Equation 1) were chosen from existing
literature, and the power-law parameters along with the
density are tabulated in Table 2.
η=K.γn−1(1)
A

B

C

Figure 1. Diagram of selected nozzle geometry. (A) Tapered
conical nozzle. (B) Conical nozzle. (C) Cylindrical nozzle.

Where, η is the viscosity (Pa s), n is the powerlaw constant (unitless), γ is the shear strain rate (s−1),
and K is the flow consistency index (Pa s). The initial
viscosity of the bioink is given by K and is related to the
extrudability of bioinks, with lower values indicating
higher extrudability[13]. Based on the flow behavior
index, n: if 0 < n <1, then, the fluid shows pseudo-plastic
or shear-thinning behavior, with a smaller value of n
meaning a greater degree of shear-thinning. If n = 1, the
fluid shows Newtonian behavior, and if n > 1, the fluid
shows dilatant or shear-thickening behavior with a higher
value of n resulting in greater thickening[14].
Several studies have previously used the sheardependent power-law to simulate the flow of nonNewtonian bioinks in different nozzle geometries
using empirically obtained K and n values from
curve approximation[2,8,15-17]. In addition, Markstedt
et al.[18] used a linear PTT model in IPS IBOFlow,
whereas Emmermacher et al.[9] used a model based on
Herschel-Bulkley law to simulate the fluid flow inside
the nozzle. The Herschel-Bulkley and Carreau-Yasuda
model were considered but the value for required
parameters was not readily available for chosen bioink,
whereas n and K values were more readily available
in the literature. All the chosen bioinks exhibit shear
thinning, that is, viscosity decreases when shear rate
increases. Shear-thinning is a desirable property in
bioinks as it is crucial in determining printability by
preventing clogging of nozzle and reducing shear
stress, leading to greater cell survivability[19]. The
bioinks were added into ANSYS Fluent® as user-

Table 1. Nozzle parameters for the three nozzle geometries

Nozzles
Tapered conical
Tapered conical
Tapered conical
Conical
Conical
Conical
Cylindrical
Cylindrical
Cylindrical

Din(mm)
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

D'' (mm)

3
3
3
0.1
0.3
0.5

Dout(mm)
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.1
0.3
0.5

L1 (mm)
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

L2 (mm)

10
10
10
10
10
10

α1
26.84
25.87
25.41
19.29
19.29
19.29
26.34
25.87
25.41

α2

8.25
7.69
7.13

Table 2. Power law parameters and density of bioinks

Bioink
Ink 6040 (NFC/alginate)
CELLINK Bioink
Alginate‑Sulfate Nanocellulose
CM‑cellulose + Alginate +
κ‑carrageenan + Gelatin

K (Pa.s)
109.73
102.53

n
0.154
0.170

Density (kg/m3)
998.2
1000

56.503
24.943

0.0863
0.505

~1000
1039.8
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Reference
Dharmadasa[16]
Gómez‑Blanco,
Mancha‑Sánchez, Marcos[8]
Müller, Öztürk, Arlov[17]
Pössl[20]
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defined materials with the density and power-law
parameters enlisted in Table 2.

of the simulations. It was assumed that (a) there was
no slip between the bioink and the wall of the nozzle
boundary condition of the nozzle wall; (b) the flow of
bioink is incompressible, meaning its density is constant;
and (c) the flow of the fluid is laminar.

2.3. Simulations
Steady-state simulations were run in ANSYS Fluent®
with each of the bioinks comprising the fluid domain.
The boundary conditions were set to 0-gauge pressure at
the outlet and six different values for inlet pressure were
chosen: 0.025 MPa, 0.050 MPa, 0.10 MPa, 0.15 MPa,
0.20 MPa, and 0.25 MPa, similar to values found in the
literature[20-22]. For the printing speed, multiphase volume
of fluid transient simulations were run for 1000 timesteps
with step size of 0.01 s, giving a flowtime of 10 s. The
inlet condition was chosen as a constant mass flow rate
of 0.0015 kgs−1 and ink6040 was used as the extruded
bioink. The substrate was set as a moving wall condition
with the desired translational speed (1 mms−1, 5 mms−1,
and 10 mms−1) corresponding to the printing speed,
whereas the nozzle position was stationary. As described
by Talluri[23], the movement of the nozzle is proportional
to the movement of the substrate (bottom wall), and
acceleration is approximately 0. This means that the
simulation with moving substrate is equivalent to the
simulation with moving nozzle. The pressure-implicit
with splitting of operators (PISO) method was used as
pressure-velocity coupling, and either the first- or secondorder upwind was used to discretize momentum. PISO
was chosen because solution convergence was obtained
within acceptable computational time without having
to use even smaller timestep and lower iteration per
timestep.
There are some inherent assumptions made while
using computational simulations to reduce the complexity
A

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Nozzle geometry
In general, as shown in Figure 2, the tapered conical
nozzle has a lower value for maximum wall shear stress
(MWSS) than the conical nozzle, except for a dispensing
pressure equal to 0.025 MPa for a given outlet diameter.
The cylindrical nozzle with an outlet diameter of 0.5 mm
has greater MWSS than the corresponding conical and
tapered conical nozzle for inlet pressure >0.15 MPa.
Besides this, the MWSS is lower in the cylindrical than
the tapered conical and conical nozzles for all other
combinations. This indicates that the cells would have
higher survivability in the cylindrical nozzle. However,
on examining the contours of MWSS for the three
nozzles of outlet diameter 0.30 mm at 0.2 MPa presented
in Figure 3, the region where the most wall shear stress
is experienced by the cell is confined closer to just the
outlet region of the tapered conical (Figure 3A) and
conical nozzle (Figure 3B), which agrees with the
findings of Liu et al.[24] and Gómez-Blanco et al.[8]. In
contrast, for the cylindrical nozzle, the entirety of the
cylindrical portion of the nozzle experiences a greater
wall shear stress (Figure 3C). While this particular
combination was chosen as a representative condition to
demonstrate where the region of MWSS occurred across
the three nozzles, similar characteristic contours were
B

C

Figure 2. Variation of maximum wall shear stress with respect to different nozzle geometry at constant pressures. (A) 0.1 mm. (B) 0.3 mm.
(C) 0.5 mm.
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A

B

C

Figure 3. Contour of wall shear stress for (A) tapered conical, (B) conical, and (C) cylindrical nozzle with outlet diameter 0.3 mm at inlet
pressure 0.20 MPa with regions of MWSS emphasized.

attained for other combination of outlet diameter and
pressure. The region of maximum shear stress is longer
in cylindrical nozzle because it has a uniform radius and
requires a constant pressure throughout for extrusion in
contrast to conical needles where high pressure is only
needed at the tip of the nozzle[25]. Billiet et al.[15] also
compared conical and cylindrical nozzle of internal
diameter 200 mm at 1 bar inlet pressure and noted that
the conical nozzle experienced greater shear stress for
approximately 1 mm near the outlet, but the cylindrical
nozzle experienced lower shear stress for >16 mm from
the nozzle. This meant that cell death was higher in the
cylindrical nozzle due to the higher passage time in the
high shear stress region. This observation is indicative of
the reduced cell viability in tubular (cylindrical) nozzles
compared to conical nozzles, as shown by experimental
observations[26,27].
The cylindrical nozzles that have a smaller
volumetric footprint compared to the conical nozzle
are ideal for printing in confined spaces and can reduce
wastage of bioink, which is an added benefit while using
expensive biomaterials or cells[7]. Although the MWSS
in the cylindrical nozzle is much lower, the mass flow
rate is comparatively lower than the tapered conical and
conical nozzle for the same nozzle diameter and pressure,
as shown in Figure 4. Since the flow rate is proportional
to the applied pressure, increased pressure translates to
an increased flow rate[28]. This means that to achieve the
same flow rate in the cylindrical nozzle as in the conical
and tapered conical nozzle, a greater pressure would be

Figure 4. Graph of inlet mass flow rate with respect to pressure for
different nozzles.

required, which consequently increases shear stress[17].
In our simulations, an inlet mass flow rate >0.003 kg/s
was obtained in a cylindrical nozzle with an outlet
diameter of 0.50 mm only at 0.25 MPa inlet pressure
with a corresponding MWSS of 1490 Pa. In contrast,
an inlet mass flow rate >0.003 kg/s was obtained in a
tapered conical and conical nozzle with outlet diameter
0.50 mm at 0.15 MPa inlet pressure with a corresponding
MWSS of 1142 Pa and 1360 Pa, respectively. The
difference in mass flow rate was more drastic at lower
inlet pressure values; for instance, the mass flow rates
were 0.0017 kg/s and 0.0015 kg/s for tapered conical
and conical nozzles, respectively, but the mass flow
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rate for the cylindrical nozzle was 0.00014 kg/s at an
inlet pressure of 0.05 MPa. Consequently, at equivalent
flow rates, cell damage was lower in a tapered needle
compared to a cylindrical one[27].

3.2. Nozzle diameter
As shown in Figure 5, for both tapered conical and
conical nozzles, our findings agree that as the nozzle
diameter increases from 0.1 mm to 0.5 mm, the MWSS
decreases under constant pressure, possibly leading to
greater cell viability. As shown in Table 3, the decrease
of the diameter from 0.5 mm to 0.1 mm increases the
MWSS by approximately 30% for the tapered conical
nozzle and by 25% for the conical nozzle at a given
pressure. However, for the cylindrical nozzle, the
MWSS is the lowest for nozzle diameter 0.1 mm, and
the maximum shear stress increases as outlet nozzle
diameter increases. In addition, while the cylindrical
nozzle with a diameter of 0.3 mm has a lower shear stress
than the cylindrical nozzle with a diameter of 0.5 mm,
for pressures higher than 0.2 MPa, the wall shear stress
is greater in the cylindrical nozzle with outlet diameter
0.3 mm. One explanation for these deviations from
the expected result for the cylindrical nozzles can be
accounted to the choice of inlet condition as constant
pressure. There is a significant increase in the flow rate,
as evident in Figure 6, to maintain a constant pressure
difference, which leads to the increased MWSS in the
nozzle with the largest outlet diameter[12].
Cell survivability is crucial in the bioprinting
process. As such, several studies have indicated the
adverse effect on cell survivability with the decrease
in nozzle diameter due to the increased shear forces
experienced by the cells[29-31]. Conversely, an increase
in nozzle diameter reduces the velocity gradient and
thus reduces shear stress, in turn, increasing the cell
survivability[22]. Although a larger outlet diameter
increases flow rate and reduces shear stress, it also results
in lower resolution; a smaller outlet diameter with higher
inlet pressure gives higher resolution[2]. It is crucial to
balance both cell survivability and printing resolution to
obtain an optimum result.
Table 3. Percentage increase in maximum wall shear stress (Pa) on
decreasing diameter of nozzle outlet from 0.5 mm to 0.1 mm

Pressure
(MPa)
0.025
0.050
0.100
0.150
0.200
0.250

50

Tapered
conical
26.1
31.7
30.1
30.5
30.9
30.9

Conical

Cylindrical

11.9
21.1
24.0
25.7
27.1
27.1

−79.4
−79.6
−78.2
−70.9
−62.8
−55.0

3.3. Dispensing pressure
Cells are exposed to various mechanical forces while
moving through the nozzles; this generates internal
pressures that can damage the cells[7]. These forces are
directly proportional to the dispensing pressure as it
determines the force with which the extruded material
is being pushed. Increasing the dispensing pressure
also increases the MWSS, much like decreasing the
nozzle diameter. Nair et al.[31] suggested that the effect
of increasing the inlet pressure has a more prominent
negative effect on cell viability than nozzle diameter.
However, taking into consideration, the maximum
percentage increase in wall shear stress on increasing the
pressure by 5 times (Table 4) and decreasing the outlet
diameter by a factor of 5 at constant pressure (Table 3),
our results do not conclusively show the more pronounced
effect of inlet pressure. At a given outlet diameter, our
findings suggest that on increasing the pressure from 0.05
MPa to 0.25 MPa, the increase in MWSS is highest in
the cylindrical nozzle followed by the conical and finally
tapered conical nozzle. Furthermore, the variation of the
overall percentage increase in MWSS is lower for tapered
conical and conical nozzles as compared to the cylindrical
nozzle of different outlet diameter, as shown in Table 4.
In addition, a very low inlet pressure will result in
no or little bioink being deposited, whereas a very high
pressure will result in excess bioink being deposited[7]. It is
very important to obtain a higher volumetric flow because
it leads to a faster dispensing speed so as to shorten the
time for the cells under pressure. However, the overall
volumetric flow cannot be fully controlled by the dispensing
pressure alone as it depends on the fluid viscosity and the
inner geometry where the fluid flows[8]. Thus, the optimum
dispensing pressure varies for different nozzles.
From Figure 7, the best pressure ranges are in
the regions where there is a linear relationship between
the pressure and the shear stress with a gentle slope. In
these regions, it is easier to control the cell viability and
volumetric flow. As we can see, these regions are different
for all the nozzles. When determining the optimum
working pressure, it is recommended to choose the lower
pressures from the pressure ranges to reduce the risk of
cell damage, but one must also consider the flow rate and
choose the best compromise.
Table 4. Percentage increase in maximum wall shear stress (Pa) on
increasing pressure from 0.05 MPa to 0.25 MPa for different outlet
nozzle diameter

Diameter (mm)
0.1
0.3
0.5

Tapered
conical
16.5
17.9
17.2
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32.6
33.1
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401.9
290.3
127.5
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A

B

C

Figure 5. Variation of maximum wall shear stress with respect to different nozzle diameters at constant pressures for (A) tapered conical,
(B) conical, and (C) cylindrical nozzles.

Figure 6. Inlet mass flow rate at specified pressures for cylindrical
nozzles.

3.4. Bioink rheology
During extrusion bioprinting, bioinks go from a resting state
to a high shear stress condition in the nozzle and then go back
to a resting state. The decrease in the viscosity caused by the
shear-thinning property of the bioink facilitates the deposition
of the bioink and leads to high printing fidelity as shear stress
is drastically reduced as the ink exits the nozzle[32]. The powerlaw constant (n) is representative of the bioink’s shear thinning
behavior. Bioinks with lower value of n exhibit a more shear
thinning behavior, that is, an increase in shear rate causes a
greater decrease in the viscosity of the bioink. Figure 8 shows
the results of the MWSS obtained for each of the nozzles with
an outlet diameter of 0.3 mm using the four different bioinks at
varying inlet pressure. Alginate-sulfate nanocellulose bioink
with the lowest power-law constant value (n = 0.0863), that

is, the highest shear thinning behavior experiences the lowest
maximum shear stress. Ink6040 (n = 0.154) and CELLINK
bioink (n = 0.170), both of which have similar n-value,
show the same trend in MWSS with similar values. This is
further supported by the fact that the viscosity is determined
by the polymer concentration and molecular weight and
both ink6040 and CELLINK bioink are made up of similar
concentrations of nano-fibrillated cellulose and alginate, in the
ratios of 60:40 and 80:20, respectively. In general, the results
follow the expected trend, except for the inlet pressure value
of 0.05–0.15 MPa in the cylindrical nozzle where the bioink
with the highest n-value (0.5050) has a lower MWSS than the
ink6040 and CELLINK bioink. When we look at the outlet
mass flow rate for the four bioinks in the cylindrical nozzle,
as shown in Figure 9, the flow rate of the CM-cellulose +
Alginate + κ-carrageenan + Gelatin bioink (n = 0.5050) has
an almost negligible mass flow rate, indicating that the bioink
is not extrudable at the lower values of dispensing pressure
due to its weaker shear-thinning properties. The trend in
the values of MWSS is similar for all the four bioinks in
the tapered conical and conical nozzles, suggesting that the
aforementioned observations and inferences for ink6040 with
respect to dispensing pressure, nozzle geometry, and outlet
diameter would hold for the three other bioinks. With that
said, the effect of the power-law constant is confounded by
the difference in the consistency index value (K) in the powerlaw equation.

3.5. Printing speed
The 2D thread profiles for ink6040 in the conical nozzle
with outlet diameter 0.3 mm obtained through transient
simulations at printing speed 5 mms−1 for 10 s with an
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A

B

C

Figure 7. Variation of maximum wall shear stress of different nozzle diameters at different pressures. (A) Tapered conical. (B) Conical.
(C) Cylindrical.

A

B

C

Figure 8. Graph of maximum wall shear stress at varying inlet pressure for bioinks with different power-law constant using (A) tapered
conical nozzle (Dout = 0.3 mm), (B) conical nozzle (Dout = 0.3 mm), and (C) cylindrical nozzle (Dout = 0.3 mm).

interval of 2 s are shown in Figure 10. The thread profiles
for the other nozzles at varied printing speeds (1 mms−1, 5
mms−1, and 10 mms−1) at the same time intervals are shown
in the Appendix Figures 1-9. Quantitative assessment of the
thread profile using volume fraction of the bioink across all
three nozzles shows that at lower printing speed, the strand
of extruded bioink is continuous and uniform, but at higher
printing speeds, the strand is discontinuous and smaller
in width. Furthermore, the ideal printing speed seems to
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be the same regardless of the chosen nozzle geometry
for a constant diameter at a constant inlet mass flow rate.
A change in the strand width results in decreased accuracy
of the printed strand at higher printing speed as observed
experimentally[22]. As such, using CFD to simulate the effect
of printing speed can assist in identifying the ideal printing
speed for a given bioink in a particular system.
As shown in Figure 11A, in general, the conical nozzle
has the lowest outlet velocity, whereas the cylindrical nozzle
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has the highest outlet velocity. This result is contrary to the
result expected from the steady-state simulations, but it can
be explained by the choice of constant inlet mass flow rate
used for the transient simulations contrary to the constant
inlet pressure for the steady simulations. For the lower
printing speed (1 mms−1 and 5 mms−1), the outlet velocity
plateaued at a constant velocity throughout the simulation
across all three nozzles. However, the variation in velocity
was greater for the higher printing speed especially in the
latter half of the simulations. A similar trend was observed
in the case of the outlet pressure across the three nozzles, as
shown in Figure 11B. These variations can be explained by
looking at the strand profile for the individual simulations.
Due to the higher translational velocity of the bottom
wall, the strands moved further away from the nozzle,
causing the thread profile to move upwards. For instance,
in the case of the conical nozzle at 10 mms−1 (Appendix,

Figure 3E), the strand was broken and caused coagulation
at the outlet, which caused the fluctuation. In practical
applications, the variations in the velocities are in terms
of a fraction of millimeters, so it is unlikely that it would
make a significant difference.

3.6. Empirical relationship
As cell viability and survivability are closely related to
the shear stress experienced by the cell in the nozzle,
predicting the amount of shear stress experienced by
the cell can serve to increase cell viability. Nair et al.[31]
developed an empirical model from experimental data to
predict the degree of survivability of cells as a function
of inlet pressure and outlet diameter. Since the dispensing
pressure and diameters are independent variables, a
complete second-order model with two independent
variables can be expressed as shown in Equation 2[31].

( x, y ) = 0 + 1 x1 +  2 x2 +  3 x1 x2 +  4 x12 +  5 x22 (2)

Figure 9. Line graph of outlet mass flow rate against inlet pressure
for the four bioinks.

A

Based on this, we fitted a second-degree curve to the
results of our computational simulations to get an empirical
relationship for ink6040 and estimate the MWSS (z)
experienced in the nozzle as a function of the inlet pressure
(x) used for extrusion and the outlet diameter of the nozzle
(y). Empirical equations can be calculated similarly for
other bioinks and could be used to compare the MWSS
and, in turn, survivability of cells in different bioinks.
The surface plot for the observed relationship is
shown in Figure 12 and the empirical relation is given
by Equations 3, 4, and 5 for the tapered conical, conical,
and cylindrical nozzles, respectively. For the cylindrical
C

B

D

E

Figure 10. Contour of volume fraction for extruded bioink in conical nozzle with printing speed 5 mms−1 at (A) 2 s, (B) 4 s, (C) 6 s,
(D) 8 s, and (E) 10 s.
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A

B

Figure 11. Variation of (A) outlet velocity (m/s) and (B) outlet pressure (Pa) in the nozzle against time (s) for different printing speeds
through transient simulation.

A

B

C

Figure 12. Surface plot for maximum wall shear stress (in kPa) for (A) tapered conical, (B) conical, and (C) cylindrical nozzles.

nozzle, the computational relationship suffers due to the
wide variations in the MWSS (abbreviated as MWSS
in the following equations) due to the effect of a drastic
increase in flow rate to maintain the constant inlet
pressure condition. As such, at low values of pressure and
diameter, the model predicts a negative MWSS, as shown
in Figure 12C.
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MWSStapered =1.26 + 3.56 x − 1.29 y −
7.11x 2 − 1.12 xy + 1.02 y 2

(3)

MWSSconical =0.92 + 8.27 x + 0.059 y −
17.48 x 2 − 2.76 xy − 0.74 y 2
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MWSScylindrical =
−0.76 + 8.37 x + 4.75 y −
19.94 x 2 + 5.74 xy − 6.07 y 2

(5)

4. Conclusions
Our aim was to investigate the effect of crucial bioprinting
parameters – nozzle geometry, nozzle diameter, inlet
pressure, and bioink rheology, specifically, shear-thinning
properties – on the MWSS and thus cell viability through
computational simulation. In addition, we simulated the
effect of printing speed on the thread profile along with
outlet velocity and pressure. The main conclusions of our
study can be summarized as follows:
• In general, the MWSS for the tapered conical nozzle
is lower than the conical nozzle, and the cylindrical
nozzle has the lowest MWSS. However, the cells
experience higher shear stress for a greater portion of
the nozzle length in the cylindrical nozzle.
• The flow rate of bioink is crucial in the investigation
of shear stress. Higher pressure needs to be applied in
the cylindrical nozzle to attain the same flow rate as
the other two nozzles, resulting in higher shear stress.
Increasing the pressure is a possible confounding
factor because it increases mass flow rate which
decreases the time spent by the cell under high shear
stress.
• Increasing the nozzle diameter increases mass flow
rate and decreases the wall shear stress, but it may
negatively affect the printing resolution.
• Our findings do not suggest that increasing the inlet
pressure has a more prominent negative effect than
decreasing the outlet diameter.
• We demonstrated that computational simulations
can be used to generate a thread profile of printed
strand and our simulations suggest that the ideal
printing speed is independent of nozzle geometry for
a constant nozzle diameter at a constant inlet mass
flow rate.
• We presented empirical relationships based on our
simulations, which would facilitate comparisons
amongst different bioinks and experimental setups.
Most importantly, the effects of these bioprinting
parameters are in constant interplay with each other and
they need to be considered as a whole to fully understand
their effect in the bioprinting process. With CFD
simulations, we could even observe the effect of these
bioprinting parameters, which would not be possible in
an experimental setup. It provides insights that may assist
in optimizing the bioprinting parameters, developing and
comparing different bioinks and experimental setups,
and reducing the number of trial iterations required
while bioprinting. As such, the efficiency of bioprinting
processes can be increased and the development of novel
approaches can be furthered.

The results for the cylindrical nozzle were
confounded due to the drastic changes in mass flow
rate, and hence, further simulations with a constant mass
flow rate are needed. Three-dimensional simulations of
the bioink thread profile under experimental conditions,
simulations involving cells, and experimental verification
of the results to validate the usefulness of the computational
simulation are proposed as future work.
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Appendix
A

C

B

E

D

Figure 1. Contour of volume fraction for extruded bioink in conical nozzle with printing speed 1 mms−1 at (A) 2 s, (B) 4 s, (C) 6 s, (D) 8 s,
and (E) 10 s.
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Figure 2. Contour of volume fraction for extruded bioink in conical nozzle with printing speed 5 mms−1 at (A) 2 s, (B) 4 s, (C) 6 s, (D) 8 s,
and (E) 10 s.
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Figure 3. Contour of volume fraction for extruded bioink in conical nozzle with printing speed 10 mms−1 at (A) 2 s, (B) 4 s, (C) 6 s,
(D) 8 s, and (E) 10 s.
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Figure 4. Contour of volume fraction for extruded bioink in tapered conical nozzle with printing speed 1 mms−1 at (A) 2 s, (B) 4 s, (C) 6 s,
(D) 8 s, and (E) 10 s.
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Figure 5. Contour of volume fraction for extruded bioink in tapered conical nozzle with printing speed 5 mms−1 at (A) 2 s, (B) 4 s, (C) 6 s,
(D) 8 s, and (E) 10 s
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Figure 6. Contour of volume fraction for extruded bioink in tapered conical nozzle with printing speed 10 mms−1 at (A) 2 s, (B) 4 s,
(C) 6 s, (D) 8 s, and (E) 10 s.
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Figure 7. Contour of volume fraction for extruded bioink in cylindrical nozzle with printing speed 1 mms−1 at (A) 2 s, (B) 4 s, (C) 6 s,
(D) 8 s, and (E) 10 s.
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Figure 8. Contour of volume fraction for extruded bioink in cylindrical nozzle with printing speed 5 mms−1 at (A) 2 s, (B) 4 s, (C) 6 s,
D) 8 s, and (E) 10 s.
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Figure 9. Contour of volume fraction for extruded bioink in cylindrical nozzle with printing speed 10 mms−1 at (A) 2 s, (B) 4 s, (C) 6 s,
(D) 8 s, and (E) 10 s.
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